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120 mm

Accessories

Battery
IRON is included an internal battery. You can check your battery status with the icon showed on the top-right of the screen.

Warning:

- Use only UMI approved batteries specifically designed for your phone. Incompatible batteries can cause serious injury or damage to your phone.
- Never place batteries or phones on or near heating devices, such as microwave ovens, stoves, or ovens. Battery may explode when overheated.

Specifications

BASIC INFORMATION
- Name: UMI IRON Pro
- Band: GSM 850/900/1800/1900
- WCDMA 2100/2000/1900
- FDD 1800/2100/2600

SYSTEM
- OS: Android Lollipop 5.1
- CPU: ATE7673 Octa-core 1.3GHz
- GPU: ARM Mali-T720
- RAM: 1GB
- ROM: 16GB

SCREEN
- Display Size: 5.5 inch
- Type: FHD IPS Screen
- Resolution: 1920 X 1080 pixels

SUPPORT FORMAT
- Audio File Format: MP3/WAV/AAC/AAC+/AMR
- Video File Format: 3GP/MPEG4
- JPG
- GIF
- Battery: 3500mAh
- Earphone Port: 3.5mm
- SD: 2 Nano-SIMcard and TF Card

GENERAL
- Camera: 13MP, Sony IMX214, 1.125µm, f/2.2, 79° Wide Angle, 5MP Front Camera
- Language: Multiple language
- GPS: Built-in GPS, A-GPS with EPO
- Wi-Fi: 802.11 b/g/n, 2.4GHz, 5GHz
- Bluetooth: v4.0
- Sensor: G-sensor, P senor, GLN senor, Accelerometer
- Multi-Touch: 5 point touch
- Dimensions: 155 x 78.5 x 7.9mm
- Net Weight: 148g
- Battery: 3100mAh/3200mAh
- Standby Time: 10-12 days